CREATING A 21ST CENTURY CLASSROOM LIBRARY

Visit the following link to get access to the resources linked into the presentation: https://tinyurl.com/ARobinsonCarnverge19
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#CARNVERGE19
Classroom Booksource

- A catalog/digital check-out system for your classroom!
  - Add genres
  - Inventory books

★ Classroom Library vs. School Library
  - Library Twins
    - Genres
    - Similar titles
    - We’re always comparing and talking!

★ Growing Your Classroom Library
  - Half Price Books
  - Thriftbooks
Book Talks & Read Alouds

★ In Class
- Featured Weekly Book Talks
  - Setting up Book Talks/choosing themes
    - Trailers
    - Guest Speakers & Book Nominations
  - Book Talk Log

★ Library/Grade Level
- Supporting classroom book talks
Digital Book Talks

- Visual Components & Linked Book Trailers
  - 2018 Page Turners
  - Banned Books
  - Holocaust Fiction
- Swivl
  - Record book talks for easy access
- Flipgrid
  - Student Ownership

#CARNVERGE19
Canvas Applications

- Upload Book Talks
  - Slides/Book Trailers
  - Swivl Full Videos
- Book Club Discussions
  - Whole Class
  - Small Groups
Benefits of Social Media

★ Reaching students and parents
  ○ Relatable and engaging

★ Share and model your personal reading
  ○ print, digital, audio

★ Modeling honest book feedback
  ○ Books you loved--or didn’t--and why
  ○ What feedback looks like

★ Twitter/Instagram/Goodreads
  ○ Create/Follow Hashtags
  ○ #cmsreads #mrsrobinsonisreading

★ Follow other teachers--personal PD
Creating a Reading Culture

★ Quarterly Book Celebrations
★ Reading Bookmarks
  ○ Book Completion Form
  ○ Book Completion Feedback
★ Guest Speaker Book Talks
  ○ -MRS
  ○ -Other teachers
★ Student Recommendation Wall
★ Showcase wall of books you’ve read--great visibility but good for kids who don’t have/use social media
★ Choice reading